Faculty Faces 60/40 Rule in Hiring, Salary Structures
Editor’s note: This is the third of
series of articles dealing with the
problems of the state college system
in faculty recruitment, ostainment
and the fight for funds to finance
improvement in these areas. This
article deals with the 60/40 rule
and the optimum class load for
professors.
By MARC NURRE
Spartan Dully News Editor
Faculty members in the state
college system have been faced
for many years with a problem
of hiring and salary structure
called, in boundary dispute days,
the 60,40 rule.
Simply stated, the rule decrees
that no more than 60 per cent
of the faculty of any one school
be at the rank of associate and

full prok
ently, the
rank st ciit use extends from
graduate assistants to instructor, asssitant professor, assocelate professor and then finally
to full professor.
Each academic rank has within it pay gradations, but upon
reaching the top pay for a particular rank, no pay increases
can be granted until an advancement in rank is made.
REALLY HURT
Only SJS and several of the
larger state college schools are
really hurt presently by the rule.
since only these institutions
have a large hierarchy of professors and associate professors

(u retard advancement treat the
lower ranks.
Just this year, SJS received
authorization from state college
Chancellor Glenn Dumke to relax the 60/40 rule and reclassify
positions so that a 65/35 balance
is reached.
Menke, however, asked that
this figure be approached gradually and not in one jump. Dr.
Gerald Wheeler, assistant academic vice president at SJS,
estimated that on the basis of
present faculty size, an additional 52 promotions above this
year’s "normal" total of 86-89
would be created If the 65;35
line was reached immediately.
kiuwever, Dr. Wheeler said,

only $36,840 was allocated by
the chancellor’s office this year
for promotions. "That won’t allow us to approach it the 65/35
line) at all," he said.
PROMOTIONS
"But," he said, "if we don’t
get 120-122 promotions the following year, I’ll be surprised."
The move to reach the 65/35
line will begin to be reflected in
budgets after this year, he predicted.
But even within the salary
schedules of the academic ranks,
the level of pay has been called
by professors "disgracefully low"
and "simply non-competitive"
with institutions of equivalent
quality,
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Hurley Heads Ad Staff

Stone Appointed New Editor

9.

Phil Stone, 21 -year-old junior 21 -year-old advertising major will
He is a member of Sigma Alpha
journalism major, is next fall’s assume the position of Spartan Epsilon fraternity and a San Diego
Spartan Daily Editor. John Hurley, Daily advertising manager.
City College transfer.
Stone was appointed Wednesday
by ASB President Dick Miner upon
Publication Advisory Board approval and Student Council confirmation. Hurley was appointed by
the Department of Journalism and
Advertising.
Stone was a reporter for the
Ontario Daily Report for four
years, and was a columnist for the
Upland News in southern California for one year. He was an
ASB political writer this semester
on the Daily. He is a member of
Sigma Delta Chi, national journalism society for men.
Stone commented, "I hope we
will continue to have a responsible
and objective newspaper next semester," following his appointment.
Hurley, a Daily advertising staff
member this semester, said he
feels the job will be a challenge,
PHIL STONE
JOHN HURLEY
pay me back
... New editor
.
Ad manager "but I’m sure it will
10 times over.

’Dangerous Drugs’ on Show
During Summer Drug Clinic
By JOYCE AUGUSTIN
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
How good are you at identifying
dangerous drugs? Could you spot
a "bennie," a "pink lady" or "blue
heaven?"
Students participating in the
Narcotics Workshop (June 17-21)
will learn to make these identifications, said Richard C. Grace, assistant professor of law enforcement.
Grace said that leading California drug authorities in the field of
medicine, law enforcement, education and research will be speaking
during the week.
"State Attorney General Robert
Lynch will be among the speakers," Grace said, "together with
Frank Coakley, district attorney
from Alameda county and his assistant Allen Hedermann who is
responsible for all narcotic investigation and research in the D.A.’s
office."
Specially oriented toward teachers and student teachers, the
seminar will cover identification of
harmful and hallucinogenic drugs,
narcotic laws and agencies and resources available to aid the teacher
and the school in controlling drug
use.
All reference material will be up
to date, Grace said. "This is the
first course of its type to be offered at SJS. The only other one
dealing with drugs is LEA 152
which is oriented toward law enforcement majors.
The seminar will begin with a
summation of the changes taking
Place in drug use in California.
On Tuesday, June 18, the role of
law enforcement in narcotic violations and the handling of young
offenders will be discussed. A session on drug Identification will follow. Then the seminar will move

onto the pill, marijuana, LSD and
hard narcotics.
Grace, state narcotics officer
for 12 years, feels that the standing state laws on marijuana are
strict "but not overly strict. Smokers know they are breaking the
law and the minute they smoke
they have to accept the full consequences of the drug and the
law."

He said the son of a family he
knew well began smoking grass.
"One night while on the stuff he
robbed a liquor store, hit the clerk
on the head with a bottle and left
him to bleed to death. The boy
was a good student with no previous record."
He said many users have difficulty distinguishing between right
and wrong.
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Bob Arnold,
Dr. Cabrera
Talk Today
Robert K. Arnold, Democratic
candidate for Congress, 10th District, and Dr. Arturo Cabrera,
Democratic candidate for the 25th
Assembly District, will speak today
at 12:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium,
Their visit to the SJS campus is
part of the know your candidates
series sponsored by SJS Young
Democrats.
Dr. Cabrera is an associate professor of elementary education at
SJS and has been on the faculty
for five years.
He was an education consultant
in South America for three years
and is presently working on the
state commission on equal opportunities in education.
He plans to discuss with students
today the problems in higher education, such as insufficient financing and the trends of reactionary
legislation regarding educational
institutions.
Arnold, who proposes programs
to provide jobs in Santa Clara
County for men returning from
Vietnam, Is author of "The California Economy 1947-1980."
He has been senior economist for
13 years with the Regional and
Urban Economics Group at Stanford Research Institute and has
also served as a consultant to the
San Francisco Bay Area Council
and the West Bay Rapid Transit
Authority.
Steve Matulich, coordinator for
today’s speakers said, "This is a
great opportunity to see, hear and
meet the candidates you will be
voting for in the fall."

Card ’Turn In’
Nets Few Donors
Four draft cards and five 1-A
classification cards were turned in
at ceremonies sponsored by the
local chapter of the Resistance,
Tuesday evening on Seventh
Street.
Three draft cards and all the
classification cards were returned
to the San Jose branch of the
Selective Service Office, Wednesday by members of the Resistance.
The ceremonies of non-cooperation were attended by approximately 100 people.

Cafeteria Vote

Photo by Larry Jarruson
THIS DRUG IDENTIFICATION KIT will be a required purchase
for students participating in the summer drug seminar beginning
June 17. At left is a simulated mariivana leaf. In the center is a
kit containing exact imitations of eight well-known narcotics. At
right are some marijuana "awareness wafers." When lighted, their
odor cannot be distinguished from that of burning marijuana.

Cafeteria employees voted
Wednesday to be represented by
the Union of State Employees
Local 411 (USE) in bargaining for
a new labor contract.
Of 55 votes cast, 28 were for
USE, and 26 were for the California State Employees Association ((’SEA), which has represented cafeteria employees since
December. One vote was for no
organized representation.
The next step is negotiation between USE and Spartan Shops,
which operates the cafeteria. Rex
Kennedy, director of USE Local
411, said he hopes to get a new
contract before fall.

The complaint is that this
lower salary structure, coupled
with other conditions such as a
higher teaching load and the
60/40 policy, is what is causing
the system’s difficulty in recruiting new faculty members.
"But what we do have," says
President Robert D. Clark, "and
I think our faculty doesn’t understand this, is that we are one
of the few institutions in the
country with automatic increases
within rank."
At other schools, he said, promotions come more irregularly.
This mute even distribution of
money among the ranks makes
the average salary paid to state

college professors compare
"quite favorably" to nationwide
averages, according to the president.
Another area where the state
colleges fall behind other schools
in the eyes of many professors,
is the class load of a teacher.
In the state college system it is
12 units, whereas in institutions
used by the chancellor’s office
for comparison and self-evaluation, the average is nine units
or less.
WORK LOAD
This work load, in addition to
a professor’s outside-the-classmorn duties, in many cases is
too much.

One professor, in a letter to
explain why he had resigned to
"First
take another post. said
is the 12 unit teaching load
it is more than I can handle and
do significant research . . . I
read little professional material
while working on the book, because I can’t teach 12 hours, do
research and keep up in the
field. I see no real likelihood of
significant improvement in this
area in the state college system."
Faculty members, through faculty organizations, have been
working to reduce the teaching
load to the nine unit figure.
Many cost and manpower estimates have been advanced, and
the question is still unresolved.

Council Supports Protest
By Chicano at Graduation
By GINA TRAEGER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
One student organization has
come out in favor of Chicano plans
for a mass walkout at the June 14
graduation ceremony.
Student Council Wednesday afternoon passed a resolution in a
vote of 9-3-0 stating support for
"the Mexican-Americans in their
peaceful walkout and requests that
they be allowed a speaker at the
ceremony to clarify the issue to
the audience."
For other council action, see
Page 8.
Anopen dialogue, which seemed
doubtful Tuesday, between various
elements of the student population
and the Administration with the
Chicano group, now seems to be
a possiblity. But the Chicanos have
maintained that they will demonstrate at the commencement ceremonies.
Dan Hernandez, spokesman for
the Mexican-American Student
Confederation (MASC), who
walked out on Executive Vice
President William J. Dusel when
he refused MASC’s demand for
postponement of commencement
exercises, said Wednesday, "Any

communication with Dr. Clark will
be through (ASB President) Dick
Miner. He understands our movement and he supports us. He is a
student so he has an avenue of
understanding."
Hernandez had previously said
that discussion with the Administration was meaningless until several proposals by MASC were accepted entirely.
Miner said, "I have talked to
MASC leaders and Dan Hernandez
has assured me that they’re counting on us to help pressure the administration. I assured them that
I will.
"We must keep dialogue going
with Dr. Clark and student representatives and as soon as conditions permit, Dan and I will get
together and submit their proposal
for further meetings with the Administration.
"This will be at a time and place
which the Chicanos will establish,
and will be in the barrios," he said.
Dean of Students Stanley Benz
told Council that with the exception of the first demand, the requests are reasonable.
He said the college had contracts
with the graduates which those
students had fulfilled, and that It
would be unlawful to suddenly tell
them they had to complete fur-

Petition Now in Circulation
Asks ’Set Record Straight’
By BILL GALSTAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A petition is being circulated
among faculty members which
seeks to "set the record straight"
on issues raised by Dr. John Gilbaugh, controversial professor of
education and former dean of the
college.
Dr. Gilbaugh has raised several
charges in speeches, press conferences, and his book, "A Plea for
Sanity in the State Colleges and
Universities," to which several professors object.
The petition outlines several objections, including:
1. Dr. Gilbaugh "purports to
speak as an expert on college education" while most of his training
is in elementary education.
2. During his service as Dean,
"Dr. Gilbaugh apparently did not
see fit to point to the defects or
suggest remedies of the ills he now
decries. Only when his reassignment became imminent did he begin his public statements."
3. The former Dean has made
many allegations in the public
press without naming names. The
petition says that "Only fools reply to non-specific allegations, yet
the absence of replies has been interpreted by many as admission of
the truth of the charges."
4. The petitioners "Reject the implications made by Dr. Gilbaugh
that student unrest and other problems are attributable to a widespread irresponsibility on the part
of the faculty or administration .. .
his comments tend to direct the
public’s attention away from the
true sources of problems: the lack
of fiscal autonomy, poor salaries,
and unrealistic teaching loads."
Dr. Gilbaugh, in a story printed

Final Daily Issue
The Spartan Daily ttill not
publish a paper on Monday or
Tuesday of next ueek. The final
semester 11901111 of the Daily hr.
Wednesday, featuring a special
supplementary edition focusing
on June graduation activities.

in Wednesday’s Daily, said "These
people are barking up the wrong
tree . . . I can show facts to back
up every charge I’ve made. I don’t
make charges without facts."
Regarding some of the statements made in the petition, Gilbough said he holds the highest
administrative credentials in the
state and is thus qualified to speak
on college issues. He also said that
to release names of professors
would be unfair to them as the
public could not do anything without backing of the legislature.

ther requirements to receive their
diploma.
J. Benton White, SJS Ombudsman, said in an afternoon meeting
with MASC representatives
Wednesday, "The Administration
wishes to continue communication
with the community and to listen
to their just grievances which they
have with the system.

Kennedy Cancels;
McCarthy Due In
Tomorrow at Noon
Senator Robert F. Kennedy will
not be in San Jose today and Senator Eugene McCarthy plans to appear at the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds tomorrow at 10:30
am., according to late reports
from their respective campaign
spokesmen yesterday.
Late word from the Kennedy
camp is that Robert Kennedy has
cancelled all Bay Area visits for
the next two days to prepare for
his nationally televised debate with
McCarthy. American Broadcasting
Company (ABC) will carry the
program tomorrow from 9:30 to
10:30 p.m.
Local viewers will be bale to see
this program on Channel 7. An
ABC spokesman said the two will
appear during the hour segment
when the variety show "Hollywood
Palace" Is usually aired, according to Associated Press (AP) dispatches.
Senator Ted Kennedy, the presidential hopeful’s brother, is scheduled for a San Jose appearance
Monday at noon at City Plaza
Park, a block northeast of Civic
Auditorium on S. Market Street.
ABC said Vice President Hubert
Humphrey has declined an invitation to join the program, according to the AP.
Late radio dispatches indicate
the format for the Kennedy-McCarthy televised confrontation will
be much like a press conference,
with newsmen firing questions at
the two candidates for the Democratic presidential nomination.

Finals Schedule

I

Group I classes meet daily, MWF, M, W, F, MTW, MWTh, MTVVF,
MWThF, MW, MF, WF.
Group II classes meet TTH, T, Th, TWTh, MTTh, MIThF, MTWTh,
TWThF, TThF.
Class Time
7:30 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
8:30
9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Group
11
11
11
11

11
11
11
1
11
Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Test Date
Thursday, June 13
Thursday. June 13
Friday, June 7
Friday, June 7
Monday. June 10
Monday, Jun 10
Tuesday. June 11
Tuesday, June 11
Wednesday, June
Wednesday, June
Wednesday, June
Wednesday, Jun
Tuesday, June 11
Tuesday, June 11
Monday, June 10
Monday, June 10
Friday, June 7
Friday, June 7
Friday, June 7
Friday. June 7
Thursday, Jun 6
Monday. June 10
Tuesday. June 11
Wednesday, June

12
12
12
12

Test Hours
7:30 to 9:45 a.m.
10 to 12:15 p.m.
10 to 12:15 p.m.
7:30 to 9:45 are.
7:30 to 9:45 a.m.
10 to 12:15 p.m.
10 to 12:15 p.m.
7:30 to 9:45 a.m.
10 to 12:15 p.m.
730 to 9:45 a.m.
3:30 to 5:45 p.m.
1 to 3:15 p.m.
1 to 3:15 p.m.
3:30 to 5:45 p.m.
3:30 to 5:45 p.m.
1 to 3:15 p.m.
1 to 3:15 p.m.
3:30 to 5:45 p.m.
7 to 9:15 p.m.
3:30 to 5:45 p.m.*
its 9:15 p.m.
7 to 9:15 p.m.
Ito 9:15 p.m.
7 to 9:15 p.m.

12
*If desired, the time of this examination period may be changed to
4:30 to 6:45 p.m.
Experimental History I7A, Spanish IA, and Spanish I B classes will take
their finals on Thursday, June 6 at I to 3:15 p.m. French IA, I B classes
will fake their finals on Thursday, June 6 at 5:30-7:30 p.m.
Examinations for daily and four -day classes may, at the option of the
instructor, extend over the two examination periods which they control.
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The Time Has Come
By RICK McQI ISTON
Factionalism seems to be the rampant order of the day.
First, a group of Blacks threaten to
burn down Spartan Stadium to solve
the inherent evils in our racist society.
Fine. Fine. but only up to a point.
They ha% e a legitimate beef. They’ve
had a legitimate beef for well over a
century now.
But then, so as not to be out-shouted.
the Mexican -American Student Confederation (MASC) imposes a list of
demands which must be met so that
the stitcher] ts ran he -educated prop.

The
Iconoclast
By DAVE W 11.1.IAMS
Today the capital -1" of the iconoclast
flies at half-staff. One of the original
editorial staff of December, 1960, is dead.
Originally there were 13 of us who
published an -unofficial" campus humor
magazine while in high school, anti were
"censured" for it.
Time has flown since thtat, and the
original group will never be again. Skoal!
to
of the old days
It is interesting to note that those more
militant student!, at the Various local colleges and S.F. State in particular), while
claiming to be exercising their rights, are
actually destroying others’.
Air Force and Army ROTC are all
voluntary, and removing them from campus, as the militant minority wants to do,
will restrict the right of choice for the
student majority.
What goes these students the right to
"demand" anything? ’Their imposing the
will of the minority upon the majority is
a crime and should be treated as such.
It’s about time for somebody to spout
off again as to why the 18-21 ytar-olds
should vote. I mean, after all, "there’d be
a lot of hack politicians out of a job if
they could," runs the argument.
Yeah, they’d be replaced with another
crop of hacks.
And. "If they’re old enough to (lie for
their eunintr). they should be old enough
to vote."
drink to that. Give the vote to every
18-21 year-old on active duty and in a
combat zone. Otherwise, hell no.
Next to (’
under the pro-blast of the
Iconoclast are those who are always crying
"Police Brutality."
Stow it! Police throughout the U.S. don’t
even resembh the Gestapo you’re always
comparing them with.
There is nothing on my person or my
car which would identify me as "proPolice" like a "Support Your Local Police"
sticker. set I don’t worry about being
harassed by Police because I haven’t done
anything wrong.
I’d much rather base Police than the
their detractors propose.

erly" or they will disrupt commencement exercises.
The time has come to draw the line.
Granted, this is a free and democratic society and anyone and everyone can raise his voice in an attempt
to cure hypocrisy. Granted, this is a
complex society, one in which only the
loudest and most eloquent can be heard
above the tumult.
NN hen, however, we do so at the
expense of unity and order, at the cost
of everything which we purport to
cherish, the time has come to draw the
ine.
And the line must be drawn and
strictly enforced if and when violence is proposed by a faction as the
final answer.
Now don’t get me wrong. I’m not the
God In l’rint here to tell you the
rights and wrongs, the do’s and don’ts
on how to achieve perfect equality. So
that a man can truly accept another
man for what he is and not what he
appears. So that a man can accept himself for what he is and not what he
appears.
Consequently, I’m not against efforts by MASC or any other faction to
obtain that end.
But I inn against violence.
The great Melting Pot is bubbling
over. But is the fire any better than
the cauldron?
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Erich Fromm to Mud Homes
Student Answers Broyles
Editor:
Response to Prof. Broyles’ letter (5-29)
1. Fromm mentioned as specific problems:
al Dehumanization of society by technology.
b) The pragmatic approach to education
which produces trained technicians (Industrial, Legal, Medical, etc.) but poorly educated, specialized human beings
c) Human isolation and discontent which
can produce, among other things, violence.
(Watts, Berkeley. Oakland)
2. The "mega-machine" (a descriptive
Brother"
term, not a personification "Big
or "Defiler of privacy’’ would be Personifications) was the type of social organization
used by the Egyptians to direct energy to a
social end such as building the Pyramids. It
is the sort of structure described by Plato in
his Republic, and various others in such terms
as The Great Society."
3) Is the statement "Everyone is programmed by the same principles" really a
"False overgeneralization?"
Why go to college? Because graduates earn
(on the average, of course) X dollars more
than non-graduates.
Why can’t you wear last year’s dress if you
want to? (Why, my dear! It simply isn’t
DONE! I What are you? A student. (or doc) Don’t you think of yourtor, or engineer
self as a human being?
4) "There is a new principle of values ...
one ought to do something because it is possible to do it . .. "Do you think it is not so?
Why climb a mountain? Because it is there.
Why go to the moon? Because it is technically
possible to do so. Also see tal. Why race cars
at 180 miles per hour. See above. What makes
a job "challenging?" Doing new things. Why?
5) "Our society is computerized: computer
thought is being substituted for human
thought." Disagree, Mr. Broyles? I an) here
on leave of absence from IBM. We sell
"Executive Decision Programs" designed to
"Relieve the executive of routine decisions"
leaving him "Free to be more creative." We
will soon program many teachers and professors out of routine classroom work. Perhaps they will feel freer and more creative.
It is not so fantastic: a computer in Poughkeepsie trains field engineers in San Jose on
certain products. Diagnostic programs tell a
technician what is wrong with a system. Military systems tell him what part to replace.
Perhaps the on-needed technician feels more
creative. Perhaps he just feels unemployed.
6) "We are now engaged in a second In-

By DOANE YAWGER
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EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45 -space margins
end properly signed with the writers name and faculty or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subiects he believes have been exhausted.
dustrial Revolution." False history? Some historians say that the devetdpment of the internal combustion engine (or electrical power,
or atomic power) represented the second for
third, or fourth) Revolution. I’m more conservative: automation and cybernation are
only the second one, as I see it. Whether they
represent the second, or fiftieth major industrial change, it is still a revolutionary change
in that it affects social structure from production, to election procedures, to credit cards,
to law enforcement.
7) "Our younger generation has lost connection with living ideas of this generation."
How can you disagree, Mr. Broyles? They
have been telling you, Mr. Broyles? They
have been telling you themselves for several
years. Why else do you think they are refusing to fight our war, embrace our religions,
and revere our institutions?
8) Thls point reduces to your opinion vs.
Dr. Frorrun’s. You are both entitled to them,
but his seems more valid to me.
9) If you had concerned yourself to the
extent of attending Dr. Fromm’s lecture,
rather than merely reading about it as you
imply, you would have heard him state that
neither McCarthy nor any other candidate
can give us a "cure-all." He merely stated
that he believes the Senator can make a better
start in this direction than can any of his
opposition.
Earl L. Rice, A1412.13

Birds A Menace?
Editor:
Nearly everyone has seen the mud homes
tucked under the ledge of the library’s brick
archway. They were washed away with a
hose Friday evening. Was it because the
birds were a menace?
B. Roeach, IS134134
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Thrust and Parry

It seems that this college and others are
graduating "junior stereotypers" whose
major asset or liability?) is the ability
to blanket label other people.
"He’s a hippie, square, pinko, racist,
etc.," rotund out some of the more abusive
titles tagged onto people by stereotypers.
While the tag does have some limited
meaning to the person, a deeper look into
an individual will reveal that hi’ is human
with feelings, ideas and prejudices going
way beyond the invisible "name-tag."
The best case in point currently is the
growing distrust, disrespect and outright
hatred leveled at policemen. They are
branded fuzz, heat, bubbleheads. Cops
however, are human with wives, children
and homes in the community.
The big trouble with "livid monikers"
is that if they are repeated often enough,
their meaning will be accepted. If the
present generation is smart enough to distinguish the superficiality of a moniker,
such as capitalist pig, racist fink, maybe
future generations won’t be.
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Suddenly Sey ttttt re rose from his chair
in the back of the room. He stepped to
the front of the class and, much to the
surprise of everyone, punched Professor
Dill in the mouth.
HE LAY VERY STILL
No doubt, no one in the room was as
surprised as was Prof. Dill . .. who sank
to the floor much like a steer just clubbed
to death in a stockyard. He lay very still
anti was quite asleep.
Seymore then turned to his classmates
and with very little expression on his face
said.
know you’re thinking that what I
just did was pretty rash, but this is the
only way any one of us ever could have
beat him out the door."
Just then the clock struck 20 minutes
past the hour and for several moments a
bell rang.
Seymore then tucked his notebook
under his arm, stepped over the prostrate
body of Prof. Dill, and left the room.
A minute or so later the rest of the
class followed. Since the room had two
doors and since Prof. Dill was blocking
one of them, the students filed out the
back exit.
Two middle aged women, however,
tended to the professor as the younger
students whispered out in the hall.
GIGGLING FRESHMEN
Outside the building, Seymore, who was
followed by a small knot of giggling
Freshman girls, headed for home. Home
was an apartment near campus.
For a moment though, as he passed the
Dean of Students’ office, he had a fleeting
thought that he might as well deck the
Dean while he was at it. Instead, he
stopped abruptly, turned to the girls and
called them a bunch of lewd names.
It was a short, airy walk to his apartment. Once there, he went to the refrigerator, pulled out a beer, went to the
lkingro , sat in "his" easy chair, and
contemplated what he had done.
A little while later his roommate, Bush-,
!twister, slammed the door to the apartunent anti charged into the livingroom.
"Is it true?" he asked, breathing heavily.
"Did you really slug old man Dill? Ifs
all over campus!"
Seymour stared straight ahead.
"Why?" begged Bushmeister. "Why ...
with finals only a week away?"
Seymore remained silent.
"Boy-oh-boy," exclaimed Bushmeister,
"They’re gonuia toss you in jail and make
you break rocks with a walnut cracker.
Boy-oh-boy!"
A SHORT WAIT
There was half a can of beer left and
Seymore swallowed it non-stop. He then
slouched down into the softness of "his"
chair and placed his feet on the foot rest
and waited for the phone call that was
sun. to come from the Dean of Students.
Needless to say, Seymore didn’t have to
wait long .. .

Fresh, Colorful Furniture
Month-to-Month No Lease
24 -Hour Delivery Service
Student Packages Available from

$15 per month

Visit One of Our Bay Area Showrooms
347-6431
1336 Marston Rd.
BURLINGAME

134.2440
1046 Mors* Ave.
SUNNYVALE
483-8363
1992 REPUBLIC
SAN LEANDRO

/

INITILIIR 3
RENTAL COR

1501 Vermont
285-71110
SAN FRANCISCO
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Loventhal Devoted to Ideals
it, PAT REER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Fink," arbitrator, or politician?
Tile guy you don’t form a committee without - Jules Loventhal,
tutlent activist, who characterizes
himself as "more of an administrator than a student," has been SJS’
formal a n d informal student
spokesman to the administration
ibis year.
Loventhal will graduate from
S.IS for the
Mlle June 14
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JULES LOVENTHAL
student activist
when he is awarded a B.A. In social science. In 1964 he graduated
with a marketing major.
He has been called a "fink" by
a militant student because he
chooses to work within the strucure, but he generally enjoys the
respect of his fellow students, even
those who don’t always agree with
him. This was evidenced by the
resolution passed unanimously by
the 1967-68 Student Council honoring him for his devotion to his
ideals.
Such devotion has kept him active as a graduate representative
to Student Council, chairman of
the External Policy Committee,
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Student Council Vedn,..alay afternoon awarded a lifetime membership in the ASB to Dr. Lowell
Walter. adviser to council for the
past 12 years, who resigned recently. ASB President Dick Miner
called the award "the highest
honor we can grant."
Members of the SJS track team
spoke to council, requesting additional funds to fulfill athletic department needs. Miner announced
that he was forming a Student
Athletic Liaison composed of the
ASB president, vice - president,
treasurer, two council members
and five athletes, to help solve
athletic needs.
Miner also said the athletic department was of fantastic quality
considering the lack of funds

FreedPant Bartlien and
land have tied for first place in
the first writing contest for members of the Speech Department.
Sponsored by the publishing firm
of Holt, RhInehart and Winston,
the contest is scheduled to be an
annual event.
Miss Bartlien’s winning entry is
entitled "A Brief Rhetorical Comparison of Adolf Hitler and Robert
Welch." Freeland’s winning paper
is "McCarthy and the Religious
Oriented Magazines."
Papers were submitted as class
assignments and recommended ;is
contest entries by instructors
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A flagpole sitter named Brown
Sat to set a new record in town:
"I’ll reach my ambition,
But for one small condition:
When I’m out of Schlitz, I’ll come down."
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GARAGE
EUROPA
European

Expert
Repairs

Cars Only

295-9082

850 LINCOLN AVE.

The Men of Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity congratulate
their new Little Sisters . . .
Ann King, Doris O’Neill, Carole Connaughten,

01968 Jas. Salta &swing Ca., tslarsukss nnd oitor 01111.

Joanne Lieberman, Eileen Solomon, Laurel
Horii, Henita Melzer, Ann Thornton.
WEEKEND SPECIAL
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$1.35
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california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando
and
457 e. san carlos
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Private Lessons

175 South First Street, 294-2541
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which was for the most pall DI Me
interest of the students.
"I’d like to think that despite my
philosophy often being antiethical
to the majority of members of Student Council, that they recognized
that I remained true to my philosophy, not changing it because of
minor considerations."
In looking back over the year
Loventhal said he has learned what
it is like to be an administrator.
"I don’t know how this will effect my life
having been active
instead of taking 18 units. I know
the efforts and interest will lead
into many more areas than if I
were only a student. But in the
long run I don’t know if this will
have been as much help as having
read 50 extra books. At the time I
made a choice. I’m not sorry."

’Highest Honor’
To Dr. Walter

ARTISTS!

1part.

y

student representatise to Academic
Council, member of the Spartan
Shops Board, New College Planning Committee, and New College
Faculty Selection Committee, plus
several other formal committees
and many informal commitments.
ACTIVITIES
These activities, wnich he said
last semester were more than he
should have undertaken, require a
considerable amount of time. Despite that, he is no less a student,
for his grade point last semester
was 4.0 with 13 units.
Loventhal commented that he
does the minimum amount of work
in each class to give him an "A,"
but is "very discouraged about not
being able to do all the extra reading I would like to do." He attributes his ability to coordinate
all his activities to being a "very
organized person."
He plans to enter the University
of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)
this fall to begin work on his master’s degree in African Studies.
His interest in his major began
when he spent two years with the
Peace Corps in Malawi in Central
Africa.
In discussing his philosophy of
student activism, Loventhal said he
is an "idealist, first and foremost."
At the practical level, Loventhal
said he is most proud of having
been on the New College Committee. "The New College is the
most outstanding thing which has
happened to SJS from an educational standpoint."
INSTRUMENTAL
Loventhal was also instrumental
in securing full membership for
three students on the Academic
Council. This he called, "A major
breakthrough; for the students will
participate fully on the Council, in
committees, or whatever."
His influence in Student Council,
he said, led members to "think and
take action on things which, were
it not for my presence would not
have come up." He said he tried to
express his point of view in a way
least likely to alienate others and
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Hero Howell Honored
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Marine 1st Lt. Gatlin Jerry
Howell, former SJS track star who
was killed in Vietnam July 4, 1967,
was posthumously awarded the
Navy Cross for heroism Wednesday in San Francisco.
According to Spartan track
etla.11 Bud Winter, an annual trib-

Sunday, June 2
Morning Seminar 9.45 a.m.
Can Life Conquer Death/
Evening Forum 5:45 p.m.
Rey. Jim Pietsh, Director of Radio Victoria
9:00 p.m. Candle Light Service at 1700 Santa Barbara Dr.
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For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
College
Dr. Clarence R Sands,
P
Barry Keiser.
Minister to C

Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
9:45 a.m. - Morning Seminar
5:45 p.m. - Evening Forum
Meets at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

1968 ’Dream Girl’

3111.1

casual. wear

CU 310111

Sur/Larch

2081

Congrats

JoAnn King

MI

2nd & San Antonio
8:30 & 11 a.m. - Morning Worship
7 p.m. - Evening Service

ute to Howell will be paid by SJS
in the form of a Memorial Day
880-yard run.
"The closest local meet to Memorial Day will feature this race,"
said Winter.
The date of Howell’s death was
incorrectly reported in Wednesday’s 1st r.
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ART STUDENTS
ATTENTION!

109’o Student Discount
S.J.S. Students recelve a 10% discount at Plastic
kWorld, supplier of Plexeglas’, resins, molds, and other
plastics.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS GREAT OFFER

Pia4 tic World
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INTRAMURAL CHAMPS - For the third straight year Alpha
Tau Omega (top) is all -college intramural champion. Theta Chi’s
Dave Mercer (center) took athlete of the year honors, wilh Bill
Spenser (left) and Pete Loustalet named managers of the year.

ATO Nips Theta Chi
For Intramural Title
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Now get up to 100% more tread me
man military tires with the all new
POWER CUSHION
start at just...

soz.goo
caution. An not min radial
and minsiiMional tires

GOODYEAR

NATION-WIDE ’NO LIMIT’

RADIAL PLY TIRE
I ligh mileage is made possible because of the
(mod oar Safety Belt which runs completely
around the tire, under the tread like a hoop.
It puts the tread firmly on the road for less
squirm and wear, easier handling and more
traction.
Stops faster -Steers
better
More skid resistant
Resists tread punctures
nnd bruises
GUARANTEE
LIBERAL TRAOC-IN
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By MIKE CLARK
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Alpha Tau Omega, the dominant
power in intramural sports over
the past several years, is the all college intramural champion for
the third consecutive year.
Battling Theta Chi for the title
throughout the season, the Taus
pulled away in the final two weeks
with strong finishes in the track
tint’ field meet and in both slow’itch and fastpitch.
Theta Chi finished second in total points, with Me and Them
third, Sigma Alpha Epsilon fourth,
and Delta Upsilon fifth.
Me and Them is the independent
all -sports champion for the second
straight year with Allen Hall
runnerup.
Less than 70 points separated
ATO from Theta Chi, but the Taus
participation in individual sports
besides the team activities gave
them the advantage, according to
Dr. Dan Unruh, intramural director.
In major sports, ATO won the
track and field meet and is
battling for the all-college fastpitch title, while Theta Chi took
the football, basketball and slowpitch crowns.
Dave Mercer of TC barely edged
Craig Sobrero of ATO for the all college athlete of the year, the top
individual intramural award.
Mercer, a 5-8 fireplug and exfrosts basketballer and footballer,
was the most valuable player in

both football and basketball, placed
second in free-throw competition,
and was captain of Theist Chi’s
fastpitch and slowpitch teams.
In addition, Mercer participated
in tennis, two-man volleyball,
hunch basketball, badminton, sixman volleyball, coed volleyball and
golf.
Sobrero excelled in football,
basketball and baseball and was an
entrant in nearly every sport on
the intramural schedule.
Official figures are not recorded
yet, but more than 7,493 athletes,
last year’s figure, participated in
Intramural activities, according to
Dr. Unruh. This represents a new
school high in participation.

BOOK SALE!
20,000 New Books
From Our Warehouse
50% To 90% Off!
More Out Every Day

RENT
(stvan.* rates)

---TE

on our Easy Pay Plan!
Else, typewriters
New portables
Rntal.purchase
Free delivry
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298-3060

96 L SAN PIRNANDO ST.
291-676S

VAUGHN
END OF SCHOOL YEAR

SALE
SUITS

Sportcoats

55.50 Now 27.63
79.50 Now 39.33

39.50 Now 19.88
49.50 Now 24.63

89.50 Now 44.33

59.50 Now 29.33

100.00 Now 49.33

65.00 Now 32.33

Sweaters...

SLACKS._

15.95 Now 7.88

19.95 Now 9.88
22.95 Now 11.33

24.95 Now 12.33

27.50 Now 13.63

10.95 Now 5.33

SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT AND DRESS SHIRTS
5.95 NOW ... 2.88
6.95 NOW ... 3.33
7.50 NOW ... 3.63
Many other items at Less than 1/2 oriel

RUGHti

BANK CREDIT
CARDS WELCOME

AT SATHER GATE
UNIVERSITY MEN’S Sears

swat

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Mosens I reek & Win. lievrer
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
OPEN FBI.. M.%Y 31 TILL 9:00 P.M.

NOW AT MUSIC BOX

NEW LOW

PRICES!
ON ALL LP RECORDS
REG. DISCOUNT
PRICE:

NEW LOW
PRICES:

4"

399

339

579

499

399

LIST PRICE:

ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR
OLD TIRES
BUY NOW

246.6265

RASI FRANCISCO, stIntLtn. LOS SEMI.
PALO UM Skil JOU, SACILAYINTO. WANK

ya, Books

XEROXfi COPIES
10c each
Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything PrInisid

1102 Saratoga Ave.

MUSIC’ BOX

98 SOUTH THIRD ST.

Eastwood Graduates
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Alumni Tilt Ends Golf Season
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WAITING TO JUMP

Spartan high jumper Dan
Lindsey relaxes before his event at Stanford earlier this season. Lindsey,
who is supported by freshman Darnell Hillman, has a lifetime
best of 6-101/2.

Halley Top Finisher
In Poloist’s Decathlon
Plornising juniors Tim Halley
and Bill Ger(lts dominated the
sixth annual SJS Water Polo
Decathlon held by coach Lee Walton,
Walton, who has been holding
the decathlon since 1963, said he
used the event to see where his
players are good and deficient in
specific areas.
"It gives them an idea where
they need more work," continued
Walton. "I also use it as it factor;
in selecting the team."
Halley won the overall competition, dethroning Bob Likins who
had won the title for the past two
years.
Following Halley and Geidts
were Bob Likins, Mike Monsees,
Greg Hind, Dennis Belli, Stan
Weiss, Jim Triplett, Dennis Lombard, and Bruce Prefontaine,
Monsees, Weiss, and Triplett all
tied for first in the reversals, the
same trio that won the event last
year. Another defending champion.
Dave Cole, won the five-shot
accuracy with a score of 20, the
same score that he got last year.
Another identical mark from
last year’s competition which
proved a winner was Dennis Belli’s
11.2 in the dribble sprint, .2 slower
than the record set by Steve Hoberg in 1966,
Jim Williamson won the distance
throw with a mark of 96-3. The
record is 98-0 set by Halley in
1966.
In the kick -reach competition record -holder Stan Weiss won the
event with a 33, one below the
high that he set last year.
In the 200-yard sprint, Hind was ;
another repeat winner, with a
clocking on 2:01.6. The record is
1:58.52 set by Jack Likins. Belli I

captured another first in the push
pass, with a mark of 54-10.
Rebounding was won by Bob
Likins, with a score of 103, with
the record of 112 set by John
Henry in the fitst decathlon in
1963.
The three-shot accuracy was a
three-way tie between Halley,
Weiss, and Guy Wells, all with 15,

By MIKE EINITSINV
are no first place crowns the
Spartan Daily Sport* Writer
golfers have very little to be
With competition havimt ended ashamed of.
Being nationally ranked they
over three weeks ago, the Spartan
were expected to vontinue their
linkstel s have still to meet the undefeated dual match win streak
SJS alumni before the season can and possibly take two tourney
be completed.
crowns.
On Aptil 8 against Los Angeles
The match Was originally slated
for May 17 but unexpected com- State, the Spartans had their 24
plications forced an
indefinite consecutive dual win streak
snapped when they were nipped
postponement.
Although failing to win any ma - by the southlanders 14-13.
The Spartans then beat L.A.
for tournaments during the year
the golfers came close in two of
their five attempts.
Being heavily favored in the
WCAC tourney coach Jerry Vroom
saw his team’s chances ended
when Tons Wane and Ken Slasor
took an eight and seven respectively on the par-4 final hole on
the second round, allowing U.C. at
Santa Bat bara to score a narrow
victory over the defending WCAC
champs.
The final score had UCSI3 posted
at 606, with the Spartans only
two strokes behind at 608.
April 25 the Spartans teed off
in the U.S. Invitational. has ii:
clubbed the favorite. Stanford,
only a week before, 19-14 at Almaden.
But the Indians, led by Sandy
Aldeman and Tom Watson, staved
off a last round charge by the
Spartans to preserve the win for
Stanford.
At the beginning of the year
Vroom indicated that the success
of the golfers would depend on
their tournament record. The linksters gained two third and three
second place finishes. While there
_
-

JUNE GRADUATES
WE NEED YOU

tying the record set by Jack Likins
last year.

OVER 21?
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED

Radio Station KLOK, San Jive,
is interested in hiring aggressive,
enthusiastic account executives.
If you are a business major, radio major, or marketing man, we
would like to interview you for a
sales position with the Bay Area’s
fastest growing radio station.

Mon, Rim Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
294-6535
40 Bassett St.
San Jose

Please Call: Phil Davis
(408) 272-0222

EUROPE
one Way
CHARTER JET FLIGHTS
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2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c

Ajax Cleanser
Crest large size

Sc
29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

Wanted!...used books
Who needs them? Your College Bookstore
Top prices for used textbooks. Now that you’ve
finished boning up for that "final" exam,
and term papers are out of the way, why delay?
Bring in your used books and get cosh
on the line today.

cpartan geekotoe

Conlemplate.3 meditation .3,40

8.11.ifflalik24f,"kk

Open Thurs. & Fri. Nights ’til 9

3’ OFF

PER GALLON
MAJOR BRAND
ROCKET
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
6th & Keyes
I 0th & Taylor
13th & Julian

A
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$100

No Money Down

The meditation shift. in an arnel rayon blend. doubles
as a eorer-up for the slim fit stretch pants. The mini.
shift and pants are wash-ambicear find (WI ’ If f
a variety of colors. Sizes 5.13.

$I A Week

Marquise Cut
Diamond
Bridal Sets
An inspiring choice ol advance designs combined myth
glamorous Marquise Cut diamond beauty, rings that
always stay, never stray .
for maximum security.
Engagement and wedding rings are interlocked, cannot
twist apart or turn- In I4K white or yellow gold.

\led itat ion shift
Si retch limits

1 0.98

Jug! off campus
ihmittown
Rn South First Street

A estgate Shopping
I :ruler

M0111111y. Thursday.
Friday 930.7,00
Moo rngi fnInrred en %Fn., 11,.,1
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11,

Tuesday. Wednesday,
Saturday 9:30-6:00
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make phone calls

MOM’

Kleenex

24c

Friday

Jose State

Professor

Address

19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

Noted San

Name

Open Mon. that Fri. Nights ’til 9:30

UNBELIEVABLE
VALUE!

progressive

solve in Sacramento

0 walk

’’’’’ -10
555 4 rown.

10c
3 Hershey Bars
Sc
2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19e
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Sunnyvale 200 S. Teat**

CIGS

I N mimic educator

Dr. Cabrera: Please let

Valley Fair Shopping Center

793 0591
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leadership

VOTE JUNE 4

We validate all downtown lot tickets
Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Nights ’tit 9
292-4910
248-3040

Assemblyman 25th District

216 N. 1st St., San Jose
292-0805 or 292-0806

S. First St.
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Remember Cabrera ... Cabrera Remembers

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!
Downtown

DAILY-41
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Elect DR. ARTURO "ART" CABRERA

r Stale in tournament play and took
third behind Brigham Young in
the Western Intercollegiate Tournament.
If revenge is any part of success then the Spartans might have
felt better after heating Stanfold
for the Ilth consecutive time
1/0.2-8,2 to end season play.
Next year might be an improvement but the Spartans will hasv.
to do without the services of their
most consistent and valuable golfer
Bob Eastwood due to graduation.

-right on campus"

PARIS TO SAN FRANCISCO
August 9 & August 13, 1968
August 6 & August 9, 1960
SAN FRANCISCO TO PARIS
August 20, 1960
A limited miratier of spaces are available for faculty, staff and students of the
California State Colleges
FARE $275 ONE WAY
For Information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
Note: These are not round-trip flights to Europe.
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’Guys and Dolls’ Delights Audience Despite
Handicaps of Limited Cast and Scenery
EINE ART EDITORS NOTE:
The following Is a review on
the previes cannot, performanee
of "Gupt and Dolls." The troupe
will leave for a tour of the Pacific Islands to ))))) rrow and will
return In August,

delighted a packed audience.
Perhaps fortunately fot the
performers, "Guys and Dolls"
endures as a crowd please’.
whether it’s shown on Broadway
or in the tiny confines of the
Studio Theater. The popular
musical lacked a certain degree of cohesion but sparkled in
several genuinely humorous
scenes.
Yet, despite some lukewarm
performances and several trite
jokes, a number of clever and believable characterizations somehow make an audience forget

a minimal amount of experience
working together, SJS’ first performance of "Guys and Dolls"

IV WALT YOST
Despite a i!iiited cast, only
pr scenery, and
one piece

GRATEFUL DEAD
CHARLIE MUSSEL WHITE
PETRIS
THURS., FRI., SAT.,
MAY 30, 31, JUNE 1,8:30

the technical drawbacks. Wesley
Finlay and Karen Black are very
competent in their roles, and a
group of wild dancers, the "Hot
Box Girls," Julie Anderson, Cynthia Reid, Benita Brazier, and
Pamela Simmons. drew enough
laughs from the audience to give
some indication of how the musical will succeed this summer.
It’s designed not for the ultrasophisticated, ultra-hip audiences
of metropolitan theater-goers,
but for soldiers and sailors stationed overseas, who probably
, haven’t seen a live performance
in many months. When you’re
saturated with entertainment
with costly, polished per formances, a play like the SJS production of "Guys and Dolls"
might not seem like much.
Everything, however, must be
judged in its proper perspective.
This reviewer envisions that the.
musical will be greatly appreciated by an overseas audience
that would like to be reminded
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disidends paid on
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The Magnificent
cferfin g
MUSIC HY THE

Spartan gooisiore
"Right on

MARK III

Campus-

Daily
From 12:15

SANDY DENNIS- IiEllt

of home.

Fri. thru Sun.
9:30-2 a.m.

Continuous

7th
WEEK

and Harvey Jordan
PRESENT

ACT Announces
Summer Classes

Sunday Only
3-9 p.m.

.1NNE IIEIWOOD
AS LIUM MARCH

CONSERVATIVE
JAM
SESSION

Beginning. intermediate and
advanced acting students may
still join the American Conservatory Theatre (ACIst Summer
Training Congress, in San Francisco, scheduled for 10 weeks
starting June 11,
Partial scholarships for the
$675 tuition fee are available to
qualified applicants unable to
pay the full amount. Interested
actors 16 or more years of age
should contact Congress director
Robert Goldsby at ACT. 450
Geary St., in San Francisco.

*Dancing
*Shows
*Fun

D.11. I.All’llENCES
TIE Pi:

41-2,oe

365 E. Julian
4 blocks north of
Engineering Building

,;:Coming to SAN JOSE JUNE 5th

"IT WILL CHARM THE PANTS OFF YOU!

. 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r

Liz Smith -Cosmopolitan Magazine

Sat.-Sun. 1-6 p.m.

W/This Coupon

r

Buy 1 Pizza Get 1 Free

,1
Aradmy

or all you can eat

Awards

Spaghetti

$1.00

Coupon Expires June 3. 1968
NMI

201h Century-Fox presents

, DOCroR
Ward
111ARTriUR P JACOBS Production
Produced in TODD A-0* Color by OF LUXE
ALL SEATS RESERVED

.
At SEAlS,
n’CRIETTsmctJ‘r0, RACY
S

TICKETS ON SALE AT BOXOFFICE 05 15 MAIL

’Planet of Apes’
Enjoyable Flick
For Fiction Buffs
By CAROLINE WILISRECIIT
Campus Life Writer
Zuom!!!!
What was that?
Just Charlton Heston wearing
nothing but his teeth.
Oh. Why don’t you go back to
snack-o-rama and buy us one of
those pizzas.
No, you’ll spill it all over the
car seat.
Some husband, denying your
starving wife her pepperoni.
So, I settled down to watch
that great new science fiction
thriller, "Planet of the Apes."
It was still early in the evening
and without straining my eyes
could see an old Annette Funicello high-school love scene being
re-enacted in the next car. The
action on the great white screen
didn’t compare to super-teens
next door.
Finally, it was dark and the
only thing left was to watch the
flick. Much to my surprise,
"Planet of the Apes" has a few
redeeming qualities. The makeup and the sets are beautifully
done without the usual dime
store-toy-model effect present in
so many past science fiction
movies.
The central theme is a reversal
of man’s superiority over the
anthropoid. Man is the inferior
creature ruled by a stratified are
of simians in what would
compare to the human medieval
stage of development.
Heston is a traveler through
time and space, who crash lands
on the planet and is captured
along with a tribe of Yahoo-like
humans who roam the planet’s
jungles like animals.
The humans are used for medical experiments. Two kindly scientists, a behavior analyst and
an archeologist, recognize Heston’s superior abilities. Heston,
or Bright Eyes as they call him,
has been shot through the throat
and is unable to speak until later
in the movie. He must "ape" his
answers to their questions.
Thinking he is a mutation who
will eventually endanger the
simian society, Heston is tried
before a triumvirate of the wisest, venerable apes. The eventual
verdict endangers the toothsome
Bright Eyes and the story of his
escape leads to an important discovery which I won’t reveal.
I never did care much for
Charlton-lieston, but in places._
"Planet of the Apes" is an enjoyable experience for science
fiction buffs.

!MI

5$ Spaghetti
Happy Hours
Every Thurs.
Mon.-Thurs.
4-8 p.m.
8 p.m. 2 a.m.
Draft 1/2 Price
Prices Reduced
Mondays 3-8 p.m. Offer Ends Soon.
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Let’s Go Home!!
Get your car ready for summer
fun. Stop in at Silva’s and have your
car completely serviced. At your
request we will tune, replace, ad’
just and sorvicre any or all necessary
components to insure you of a summer of motoring pleasure.

11E1

\ 1101\1

Silva Service: serving 5.15 students
for 35 years.

7$ S. 4th Sf.

SILVA SERVICE

Late for Class?

295-8968

Well Park It for You!

MASCULINE
FEMININE
6:30

and

9:30

ei0c
Morris Dailey Aud.

ONE WEEK ONLY
May 31 -June 7

ALL LONDON PLUS
NEW JOHN 31AYAL

Hares, MS MILT 1511
1150111 12 lo
1101111110 AT MIL
EllYNOVIES SE MIMIC(

PINFOIMINCIS: NONMILIN CIO;
1.30;
fIll.SATOOL
SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS 1:00
MAT, WED SAT SUN 1:30

Tonic Room Sitnple Simon Restaurant
1897 Alum Rock Ave., San Jose
41,/eithalie. lift/ iiiectiles
2ND WEEK
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
IF YOU ARE SQUEAMISH OR HAVE A WEAK STOMACH
MAY WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU DO NOT SEE THE
FIRST FIVE MINUTES OF "POOR COW" DURING WHICH
AN ACTUAL BIRTH SCENE IS VIVIDLY AND GRAPHICALLY PORTRAYED ON THE SCREEN.
THE MANAGEMENT
582

s

/95 7238

_ A LOVE STORY ABOUT
A GIRL THE MAN SHE IS
1. LIVING FOR, AND THE MAN
SHE IS LIVING WITH.

ART FILM MOVIE GUIDE

"Perhaps the most beautiful movie in history."
Brendan Gill, The New Yorker. "Exquisite is only the
first word that surges in m mind as an appropriate
description of this exceptional film. Its color is absolutely gorgeous. The use of music and, equally eloquent. of silences and sounds is beiond verbal descrip’ lion. The performances are perfect that is the only
word.-- Bo-le) Crowther, New York Times. "May well
be the most beautiful film ever made.-- Newsweek.

National General Pictures ptesenu

A Joseph jallf11 Production

Carol White
"POOR COW’
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YOU LOVE
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ORISONS . .
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Donovan

Donova
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MAT

Satespily by Nell Dunn and Kenneth Leach
Fri:intim navel-Poor Cow by Nell Dunn
Musitby
Muted by Kenneth Loach
Technicolor*
E and

E

HELD OVER
3RD EXCLUSIVE WEEK

JULIE ANDREW
.4 FOSS HUNTEKS
sometimes truth is more exciting
Wotten and directed by Bo Walerbeig. With foamy Berggren mid Pia Degermark,
Winner. Best Actress. 1957 Cannes Festival. A Bo Widerberg-Europo Film Product’s&

COMPLETE SHOWS AT 7:00-8:40 & 10:15 P.M.
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.11),Jut tti
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CENTURY
17.31

Rolling Stiotes
Blues Breakers
It Jones & many others

SALE $2.95

SALE $3.65

Reg. 84.79

Reg. 85.79
also on sale

Quicksilver Messenger Service
Steve Miller Band
Cream
Loading /one
Beatles
Simon & Garfunkle
Eric Burton and the Animals
Mamas & Papas
Special orders at Sale Price
Largest selection of posters in Smith Bay
Avalon, Balconades, and Carousel Ballroom
tickets at regular prices

DISCORAMA
227 South First Street, San Jose -- 286-51137
Hours: Mon., Thurs., Fri. 10 a.m.-9 pm.
Tues., Wed., Sat., Sun. 10 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Banknmericaril - Ma.lereliatte Wo

Out of Money ?

PRINTING
DUPLICATING

Come to Spartan Bookstore
and sell your used textbooks. We give 50% on
books being used next
semester, but a 10% early bird bonus during finals.

AND

cpaPtent

800k4tope

-right on campus -

50 COPIES

al=larSOlus

PIMPS POOsiOnolMiruuMis

Newman-Catholic Student Center

$2"

Father D. Fosselman

CHAPLAINS:

(81/2 x 11 One Side, Including Paper)

Father L. Largente

Other quantities and sizes proportionately economical

Sister Mary Antoinette

WHILE YOU WAIT

DAILY MASS 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.

(About 10 Minutes)

FRIDAY 11:40 a.m. only

Globe Printing Co.
(INSTA-PRINT

Tuesday: Student Parish Council 6:30 p.m.
Regular Open Meeting 7:30 p.m.

DIVISION)

1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.

PHONE 295-6911

Tel. 295-1771

79 S. Fifth St.

"AS IT IS"
FROM COLUMBIA RECORDS

RECORD
SPECTACULAR

Atansbnet’"

pi

iiTHE ELECTRIC FLAG
"A LONG TIME COMIN’"
Groovin’ Is Easy, You Don’t Realize, Overlovin’ You, Another
Country

FEATURES: A&M. CAPITOL,
MOTOWN, ATLANTIC, MGM.
DECCA, ETC.

REG. 4.79 and 5.79
VALUES
THE UNION GAP

-

77

-YOUNG GIRL"
Lady Madonna, Honey, The Mighty
Quinn, Dreams of the Everyday
Housewife,

The

\VOW
AND "GRAPE JAM "
A COLLECTION OF
JAL SESSIONS...
Z1. nECEAD SET

Pleasure

of

You

EACH
MONO

INCLUDES: Four Tops, Beatles,
James Brown, The Doors, Joan
Baez, Temptations, Supreme.,
Ottis Redding, Righteous Bros.,
Sam & Dant’, The Turtles, Bobby
Darin, Tijuana Brass and more

/1".

MOBY GRAPE
"WOW"
Motorcycle Irene, Miller’s Blues,
He, Three -Four in a two record
album
"is

4 GREAT FOLK/ROCK
LP’S FROM LONDON

ON SALE

297
SE:’; 4 79

fi4

master cttarge

WILLIE MITCHELL
-SOUL SERENADER -pee Pp. Got A Arend/ Mos sag
Sunny, Osh Wry. You Turn 0. 0,

It is high time the college
community recognizes the talent
in its midst and supports it
adequately.
It should be even more under
student control than it is under
the pet missive English Department advisers. Some means must
be found to ensure continuity of
staff from year to year, and administrative practices must be
codified. Early recruitment of
staff and contributors should be
encouraged; one way is to pay
the editor a small salary. As a
student activity Reed should be
separated from course credit and
set up on a yearly basis, with
smaller issues each semester;
students should be encouraged to
join as freshmen and work up
to top positions.
Several years ago SJS was
dismayed at an article in Dissent
describing it as "a second-rate
college." The 1968 Reed shows
that in creative writing this is
just not so. It is up to all of us
to ensure that the cultural possibilities of our community may
be fulfilled.

A third reason for the excellence of this yeat’s Reed is its
range, far greater than that of
any recent Issue. As must be
obvious to even a casual observer, SJS is culturally conservative, even, one might say, terrified at freedom and innovation
of any kind. "Play it safe" has
been our watchword. It is a
pleasure to see recognition of experimentations: By far the best
piece in the magazine is John
Lane’s long poem "In This Age

Sunday Deadline
For Applications
In Music Trials

The Ahotaitson Theilt,, on the
University of California campus
at Los Angeles, will be the scene
of the 1968 Young Musicians.
Foundation National Competition
from June 15 to June 22, when
pianists, violinists, cellists, singers, and composers compete for
$5,000 in prizes.
Finals will be presented on
Sunday afternoon, June 23 in
the Ahmanson Theater of the
Music Center, and will be open
to the public. All finalists will
be presented either as soloists
with the YMF Orchestra or in
recital during the 68-69 YMF
season.
Applicants must be 25 years
old or younger. Applications may
be obtained from the YMF, 490
S. San Vincente Blvd., Suite 6,
Los Angeles 90048. Sunday, June
1 is the deadline for submitting
applications.

’Return To Womb’
Art Exhibit Theme
For Unusual Show.
Art students under the direction of Robert Freimark, assistant professor of art, will exhibit
projects completed for the class,
in an unusual art show Monday.
in Room 310 of the Art building:.
The theme of the show
man’s search for secutity and
happiness by returning to thewomb of his mother and childhood environment. However, In
keeping with the sophistication,
of the modern artist’s depiction,:
there is a wide departure fromliteral interpretation.

BEAU TIES I

Engineering Grads

Campus life Editor’s Nate:
Pinning, engagement, or marriage atutouncements duty he.
turned in to the Spartan Daily
office (JC208) anytime.
PINNINGS
Pant Hick& junior history major and member of Phrateres
from Santa Clara to Pat Moran,
senior business and industrial
management major and member
of Pi Kappa Alpha from San
Jose.
Kathy Southern, senior office
administration major and member of Delta Zeta from Snit Jose
to Lt. J.G. Jeffrey C. Benton,
stationed at Moffett Field Naval
Air Base from San Jose.
ENGAGEMENTS
Sandi Boston, freshman psychology major and member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma from Palo
Alto to Harvey Bowser, senior business major and member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon from

No Fee
For technical, scientific & in gin.
r’.-ring pt,s,tirttlo at all Its Plc. call
286.3969 for appt. cr sena resume
& salary require...Ma to: Santa
Clara Valley Personnel Agency, a
member of mailability, 777 N. Idt
tit., San Jose. All inquiries held
in strict confidence.

Also Fee Jobs
-0===MilIMMOOM
SMOKERS! !
Save Money Now

ii
Enjoy a cigarette blended to
your own atiiiiking WOO. II) roll.
cigarettes,
you
not
ina your own
king itosts, you
only slash your
are able 10 ellil SAttif perentlili
laelee
perfectly. NO tone eat,
sweeten your coffee so well as
yourself
antl so it is with your
cigarette’,

"AIL"

Sunnyvale. The wedding date has
been set for December.
Maureen Caporaso, sophomore
commercial art major and member of Kappa Kappa Gamma
from Los Altos to Rich Pifferetti, graduate in engineering employed by General Electric and
member of PI Kappa Alpha from
Santa Clara. No wedding date
has been set.
Merilne :Ragman, senior recreation major from Pago Pago to
Richard Claverie, graduate student in English from San Francisco. No wedding date has been
set.
Carolyn Bounds, senior social
science major and member of
Phrateres International from El
Cerrito to Carl Janson, senior
accounting major and member of
Alpha Eta Sigma and Executive
Council of Business Organiza,
tions from San Francisco. The
wedding is set for September 7.

.;

eat/
J.

Ruobrab Enterprises,
Int.

World

EARRINGS
BEADS
FINDINGS
CHAIN
FILIGREE

121 S. First
Open every day, 10 to 6

YOUNG LADIES . . .
It’s time for you to meet
SANDY GERMAINE
SAN JOSE STATE
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR

UNITED AIR LINES -

THE CHAMBERS
BROTHERS
’THE TIME HAS COME"
All Strung Out Over You, Timis Has

Come Today, What the World Needs
Now Is l.*. Sabred

97

EACH
REG. 4.79

CHARGE IT

-’
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JOHN MAYALL
"THE BLUES ALONE"
Brand New Start, Catch that
Train, Sonny Boy Blow, Marsha’s Mood, Brown Sugar

ON SALE

The magazine is beautifully
produced: it seems to me almost
too pretty for a student magazine, but I understand the photographs and the fine paper are
not so expensive as the printand this Reed has about
ing
30 per cent more printed material than last year’s. At a dollar, it’s a bargain. I truly believe
this Reed compares favorably
with the average little magazine
in the whole country -- not just
with college literary journals.

526-9245

Steam...ugh Fon, Ponerns. Per Emily,
W
May /Fad Kyr; ieletb Mon
SiOnr Arigio

A 40 (

BLOOD SWEAT & TEARS
’CHILD IS FATHER TO
THE MAN’’
Morning Glory, Meagan’s Gypsy Eyes, I love You More Thou
You’ll Ever Know, My Days A..
Numbered.

BEAUTIFULLY PRODUCED

90-30 Parsons Boulevard
Jamaica, New 1 ork 11132

SIMON & GARFUNKEL
’PARSLEY, SAGE ROSE "JOHN WESLEY HARDING"
MARY AND THYME"

BOB DYLAN

Thu Ballad
Tomb.* bre and JJJJJ Part.
Down lana rho Care 111 I. Tour Baby
Teruahr

of Dream and Drug," the Phelan
Award Grand Prize; it is a
grand, word -intoxicated, mindblowing song.

Cigarettes are now Costing on 33c
to 45e per pack, or $3.50 to $1.30
king
carton. Now cut your s
cods by more than half with It,
Ernee tobacco soil Express or
Aiusta-lietta roller. This means 211
Filter tip or regular rigarellt, for
about 12c!

TOM

SIMON & GARFUNKEL
"BOOKENDS"
Mrs. Robinson, At the Zoo,
America, Save the Life of My
Child

By DAVID VtIll BECK Eit
Assistant Professor of English
The publication last week of
this year’s Reed, SJS’ literaty
magazine, is surely a milestone
in the cultural history of the
college. It has seemed to me
that until now creative writing
at SJS had lagged behind such
arts as music and painting; this
situation no longer exists, for
the new Reed shows a real coming -of-age.
There are several good reasons for this happy state. First,
the magazine shows a uniformly
high technical level; only a very
few of the shorter poems, reveal
the stylistic immaturity usually
associated with undergraduate
writing. A good example of this
technical skill is John Coppock’s
"No Day for Rest" (the Phelan
award in patterned verse) which
states an important theme
through its tight form. Second,
for the first time that I know of,
the fiction is generally as good
as the poetry and Is present in
quantity. Wayne Drake’s "The
Turbulent World of Jetiry Burack" is a poignant and well executed study of a psychotic warhero, marred only by an irrelevant pseudo-stream-of-consciousness introduction. "What It Is,
That Is A Guitar," by John
Lane, whose talent almost dominates the issue, is a beautifully
done story, if perhaps too condensed in its lack of conflict.
EXCELLENT PRODUCTION

FOLIVROCIII

ort,

In Praise of ’Reed’:
A Literary Milestone

ADD $1.00 FOR REG 5.79 LP’s

TEN YEARS AFTER
Hlp Me, Spoonful, Losing the
Dom, Love Until I Die, Don’t
Want You. Wonsan

THE MOODY BLUES

’DAYS OF FUTURE PASSED Nights in Whae Satin, Down Is A
feeling, Another Morning, Fore.,

Alterman, Pooh Hour

MUSIC BOX

98 SOUTH THIRD ST.

Last summer, Sandy had a wonderful time
and earned a good salary flying the friendly
skies of UNITED as a stewardess. It was a
memorable experience and Sandy would be
delighted to tell you about it.
If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to her . . .

YOU TOO MAY FLY
THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF

DIMMINICIMO
MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY, BETWEEN 3:30 AND 4:30 P.M.
IN ROOM 422
AT MAC QUARRIE HALL
r OU AL OPPORTUNITY [NAM OYEP -

kalif
UNITED

amp

’State Public Works Board Approves Funds for New Library Blueprints

is--br %NT t41 DIOS

Radio-TV To Recap
Spartaguide s S ’News Year
I

TODAY
Alpha Phi omega, 6:30 and 9:30
Riots, resistance anti racial it’p.m., Morris Ihirley Auditorium.
which have characterized
action
Femi"MasculineFriday Flieks:
the SJS campus this year, will be
nine" k Jean Due Goddard.
analyzed by the staff of the RadioTomoratoW
ti:30 pm., Sveden Television News Center (RTNC)
House. Installation Banquet. Sup- Sunday on KNTV, Channel 11 at
per and program.
11 a.m.
SUNDAY
The News Year at San Jose
p.m.,
12:30
Upsilon,
Delta Phi
State," wit h anchorman Rick
meetLast
Park.
Street
Williams
Brown, will review and comment
ing of the semester. Bring lunch. on the happenings during the acaElect ha
demic year.
Cameraman-reporter Bob Phaneuf, who filmed the November Dow
riot, will stinunarize the demonstrations and disorders of the past

Pre-Reg Open
For Journalism.
Sociology Classes

ted in the signic.mt news or today, you can take
a journalism class in News Events,
next semester, offered as a oneunit class by Dr. Dwight Bentel.
This class, now having pre-registration sismups in the journalism
lobby, is open to everyone as a general education requirement.
According to Dr. Geoffrey Toot ell, assistant professor of sociology,
an experimental course entitled interdisciplinary Study of Organizations, will be offered next fall.
This class, open to students and
guest lecturers from psychology.
ect,nurnics, history, politic-al 5d business and engiwill be a seminar.
n.
ed students may prein: afternoon from 1 to 4
,
lii

cupi it
.

for:

Public

year. John It. Poimiroo will cover
the racial conflicts which have
brought SJS into national focus,
and Steve Eitsen will discuss the
Intellectual and physical growth of
the college.
On the lighter side, Jim Hemsworth will comment and depict student life from parties to final
exams in a film presentation.
This annual program traditionally reviews the academic life on
the SJS campus and the final production of RTNC "A Look at the
Future," aired the following Sunday, June 9, will feature commentary and predictions on 5.15.

AN ’ITALIAN’
HAMBURGER
Not really. As a matter of fact Spartan House hamburgers are as American as they can be. Made from
fresh ground chuck steak, served on a toasted bun,
then smothered in pickles, mustard anti ketchup or
whatever your tastebutle desire. And to top it off,
a large order of french fries comes with your Spartan burger. So some on M anti give yourself a treat.
Try an Italian’ burger today. Don’t forget our convenient take home service.

Wear

-ilawalian

cation,,

ihinit

-gang

in

cpartan

Jur, ’n’ casual’ wear

150 East
San Carlos St.

Custom ...curlionreli
of

292-2840

(corner of Fourth St.)

Winchester

S.

2081

given approval to the expenditure
uf $325,000 for working draWings.
At a Monday meeting the PWB approved 2-1, the muney needed to
has finally make blueprints.

Plans for SJS’ new 18-story library will now get into the "actualization stage" as the State
Works

Board

The Spartan Daily doss not knowingly
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the Easis of
-ace. color, creed or national origin.
ANNOUNCEMENTS III
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 Par
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244.9600.
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S.
1st. Inquire about ear piercing, 2976522.
MUSICIANS & SINGERS. Member of
well known local group forming new
rock/RnB band. Emphasis on origineh
& recording. Interested? 292.2222/2922352.
EXPERIMENT BEING CONDUCTED
testing methods for overcoming fears
of heights, small enclosures. snakes, &
worms. If you have any of these fears,
please call Miss Phillips at 327-8340.
WOULD YOU LIKE to achieve total
freedom & awareness without DRUGS!
Scientology has the answers. For information call 244-3998. 3250 McKinley
Dr.. Santa Clara.
NEW PRE-SCHOOL near Civic Center.
Ages, 21/2-6 yrs. Summer rates. Full or
part time. 292-6533.
"ELEANOR’S DISCOUNT FASHIONS
OF LOS GATOS"
Expensive, high -quality new & used
ladies’ & children’s clothes at drastic
DISCOUNT prices. 356-4839,
PILOTS - Save up to $200 on your
inst. rating. Become a safer, more proficient pilot. New Link at Low cost.
Group & block disc. All incl. invited:
745 1127.
GOT THE END-ot-semestenno-money
’,erten Bookstore has the soluRe offers high money for used
during finals.
.
,5 a 10’,, bonus
CELEBRATE THE ENDof finals. Boaton Delta. Inquire 8/or sign up for
u 12, 13 at 598 S. 9th. #6.
RATE YOUR DATE WITH A clean car.
Coin -op Auto Wash. 732
^’ TOR’S
F s’ Sect.
WANTED WOMAN’S 3 -speed bike. Call

FOR SALE 131
10’ SAILBOAT w/trailer & aces,. Best
offer over $275. See to appreciate. Ph.
786.3606,
ELAN METAL SKIIS, Super GSL, 205cm.
Nevada GP Bindings. Bottoms & edges
like new. $85, Call Jim after 6 p.m.
298.1561.
1000 BONNIE & CLYDE Era genuine
leather, suede & fur coats & jackets,
$5-15. Peggy’s Imports, 159 Columbus
Ave. corner Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176.
Open every day 1 p.m. -7 p.m. The
grooviest store in the world!
MAGNAVOX PORT. STEREO. Truly exc.
cond. $60, cleaned and new diamond
stylus. Call 295-8340.
"IS THERE INTELLIGENT I if is on
Earth?" 25c buys this protest button
or any of our 600 other titles. Free list!
AIRES, Box 66650, Aptos, Cal. 95003.
AUSTIN HEALY SPOKE wheels. $10.
735/15 tires. $10. Knight FM Stereo
Tuner. $20. 294.9556.
GARAGE SALE, Hi-fi, TV, rugs, min
rors, lamps, desks, radio. kit, utensils, and
misc. 292-2642 holidays & eves.
OVAL RUG, $40, like new, blue, 9x12.
Paid $70, call Dan 287-0507.
PIANO, STEINWAY Mod. K. Upright &
Ebony. Perf. cond. inside & out. Ideal
for student, classroom or residence hall.
Price. $600 (appraised at $800) 7823088. Hayward.
PORTABLE STEREO G. E. Model w/
detachable speakers. $30 or trade for
portable TV. 244.7893.
GRADUATING, MUST sell Zenith con
sole stereo. $65. Dave, 297-0783.

ADVISE?

DISCOURAGED? 24
n-- service Dial Peace
3333.
ACAPULCO?? Need people for wild
. Me, co this summer, around
+ .1. 25.Sept. 8. Share expenses. 298-

AUTOMOTIVE 121
HONDA ’68 Model $5125 Run 298
Like new. $375, 294-1087.
’63 VESPA 150. Immaculate. Low mile, t- . $195, 759-0331.
51 MG-TD Good cond. MUST SELL
lose wife. $700 or best offer. Call
7c7, 7399.
FOR SALE - Yamaha 250cc. 1964.
Equipped for trail -I- all orig. street
equip $275/offer. 297.9992.

SOD,-kS

’62 SPRITE - Clean. hard & soft tops.
Mags. R/H. Tonneau. $700. 286.3606.

MALTS - SHAKES

Double Dip Old Fashioned Ice Cream Soda. Chocolate Vanilla - Strawberry - Pineapple - Root beer - Cherry.
Topped with fresh dairy cream and maraschino cherry.

(Mad, with real Ice cream, triple dip) Chocolate Root been - Pineapple - Cherry.
Strawberry - Vanilla
Topped with I rash dairy cream.

390

59¢

BEVERAGES
beer -

.15 & .25
Fresh Milk

lk

Coffee

lk

Tee

ISc

Hot Chocolate

lk

SWEDEN HOUSE
Spectacular fun for everyone.
6 Huge Scoops of lc* Cream
S Different Sundae Toppings
Unarms, pineapple, at mend
chunks, whipped cream and maraschino cherry.

1.75

Root Beer

FLOATS

Coca Cola

Sprite

390
Refreshing - Cool - Delicious Sherbet
Fr
. Orange - Lime - Pineapple Respbrry garnished with whipped cream
nd cherry.

490

FABULOUS SUNDAES
BANANA SPLIT
Whole Golden Ripe Bananas with Vanilla, Chocolate. Strawberry Ice Cream Topped with Hawaiian Pineapple and Red Ripe Strawberries with
Swirls of Real Whipped Cream, Almond Chunks
and Cherry.

.79

HOT FUDGE DELIGHT
Two Large Scoops Vanilla Topped with Creamy
Hof Fudge, Almond Chunks and Real Whipped
Cream

.59

STRAW-ANA
Luscious Red Ripe Strawberries Enveloping velvety Vanilla Ice Cream, Golden Ripe Banana
Wheels Encircled with a Mound of Real Whipped
Cream and Toasted Almonds

.59

HOT FUDGE-ANA

.59

HOT FUDGE BANANA ROYALE
2 Large Scoops Vanilla los Cream Served on
Delicious Whole Banana Topoed with Creamy
Hot Fudge and Garnished with Roasted Almond
Chunks, Real Whipped Cream & Cherry.

.79

MYSTERY HOUSE SPECIAL
Three Laroe Stoops Chocolate Ice Cream Topped with Velvety Marshmallow.

.59

LUCIA FESTIVAL

.59

Creamy Rich Ice Cream Covered with Thick Hot
Fudge under Whipped Fresh Cream, Toasted Almonds Ringed with Golden Ripe Banana Wheels.

GAY 90’S DOUBLE DIP SUNDAE
Creamy Smooth Ice Crown with choice of Delicious Chocolate, Mershrnallow, Pineapple or
Caramel Topping with Whipped Cream and
Cherry.

.59

THREE CROWN SPECIAL
Vanilla and Strawberry Ice Cream with Strawberry Marshmallow Topping with Whipped
Cream, Almonds and Cherry.

.69

OLE and DAGMAR

.69

Vanilla and Strawberry Ice Cream Topped with
Hawaiian
Pineapple and luscious Red, R I p
Strawberries with Almonds, Whipped Cream and
Cherry.

VUNDERBAR PARFAITS

Delicious Vanilla Ice Cream blended with Chocolate, Strawberry, Pineapple Of Caramel Topping and garnished with Whipped Cream, Almonds and Cherries

JUNIOR SIZE SUNDAE

.

.....

Single Scoop Vanilla Ice Cream with choice of
Delicious Chocolate, Mrshmallow, Pineapple or
Caramel Topping with Whipped Cream and
Cherry.

DISH

’62 AUSTIN HEALEY - R/H, OD, 2
tops. Tonneau. Exc. cond. $1400, 243
7583 after 6 p.m.
’62 VALIANT 4-dr. Air cond., mechanic.
ally A-1. New seat covers. $525. Or,
Granley, Psych. Dept.

COLLEGE GIRLS
if you’re looking for a summer job
w/flexible hrs. & good pay, don’t pass
up this ad. No exp. nec. $2/hr. sal.
to start. Call Mr. Roberts. 287.1728.
SUMMER WORK
Earn $4/hr. Meet girls. Have fun. Trip
to Hawaii. 347-6681.
PROF’S WIFE needs girl during summer for housekeeping & babysitting.
Must like children, be responsible, &
willing to take instructions. 252-3801.
SALES DRIVERS WANTED. Soft drink
ice cream vending route. Hrs., 10 a.m..
7 p.m. Apply Greenco Dist., 358 N.
Montgomery St., San Jose. 9-11 a.m.
297-4278. Mr. Elliott.

HELP WANTED 141
GO-GO DANCERS NEEDED. $3-6/hr.
Full or part-time work. Must be over
21. Cell for interview. The Pink Poodle
292-2676.
JOHN
HANCOCK
Life Insurance Company
due to its receipt announcement of entry
into Mutual Funds is offering a rester
opportunity in Santa Clara & Santa
Cruz counties. If you are bet. ages 22
45 have a pleasing personality, good
education, and public contact ability,
you may qualify for a three year inten
sive training program with starting
salary ranging from $500-$1000/mo.
commissions. Call or write the John
Hancock Life Insurance Co., 1605 The
Alameda, P. 0. Box 4671, San Jose 286.5705. Evening interviews may be
arranged. Ate Equal Opportunity Employer.
FULL-TIME GENERAL Office position
avail., 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-Fri. Type
$0 wrds./min. minimum. Some previous
office exp. nec. Apply at Placement Center, Admin. bldg. 234.
GIRLS-GIRLS. Must be attractive, 21 or
over. As waitresses & barmaids. Newelian Motif. 331 Hacienda, corner Winchester, Campbell. Day & nite shifts.
Application taken Wed. & Thurs. May
30-31. Starting 9 am,
WORK STUDY STUDENT for teachers
Assistants w/young children program
East Palo Alto. Part-time now (3-6) full
time summer. Must qualify work study,
then call Lee Swanson, 323-7607 at 2110
Euclid Ave., East Palo Alto.
CHARACTER ARTIST, entertainment
groups can audition at Mr. MA’s, 375
South Saratoga. Call for appt. 248-8885.
SUMMER JOBS - Bay Area. Call 3656960 or MA 6-4493.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Age
18-20 to share 2-bdrm., 2 bath apt, for
summer. $45/mo. + $25 cleaning deposit 377-8915 after 5 p.m.
BERKELEY 2 bdrm. furn. apt. 3 blks.
campus. Garage, laundry, summer rates
avail. Write or call P. Wan, 2741
Dwight Wy., Berk. 843-0608.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Royal
Lanai Apts. $42.50/mo. Phone 251-4761.
APT. TO SUBLET for summer. $45/mo.
2 rms., kitchen, sink, stove, ref rig., shower. Off street parking. 380 N. 4th. #2.
286-9252, Rick.
1 to 3 LIBERAL GIRLS WANTED for 2
bdrm. apt. 2 blocks from campus. Util.
od/286-2654 after 4 p.m. Kathi.
SUMMER RATES. ROOMS with kitchen
oriv. for male students. 86 S. 12th, 2987392.
NEED MALE ROOMMATE for summer.
$35/mo. 340 S. 10th. #5. 298-0329. Dan.
WANTED: STUDIO APT. beginning in
June, Call Susie. 298-4828 between 8 &
12 am, & after 7 p.m.
MOTHER OLSEN’S BOARDING HOUSE
Bast food in town. Linen & Maid Service.
Kit. & Lndry. fat. 2 locations. 122 N 8th,
237 E. San Fernando. Phone 293-6345.
$24.50/wk.
APTS. FOR GIRLS AT summer rates. 3
& 4 bedrm. Close to campus. 399 S
12th. Call after 5 p.m. 297-4835.
WANTED: RM. IN NEAT old house w/
liberal people for Fall. Phone Frank,
Rm. 323B, 294-6019 after 7 & before
10 p.m.
GIRL. 21.27 to share 2 bdrm, apt. in
Los Gatos. Furn. & pool. $67/mo. 3544013.
NEED LIVELY ROOMMATE this summer. 3 bdrm. apt. w/pool, $35/mo. Call
Steve at 287-0927 or 560 S. 10th #6.
SUMMER RATES
2 & 3 bdrm. Fury. apts close to campus.
See manager. 502 S. 4th,
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, Over
21. Sr. or Grad. 2 bdrm. house. 2930881. %turner, maybe Fall.

.39

’62 GALAXY CONY. Blue & white. V8,
stick. New paint. Low mileage, 7365785. $825.

DELUXE HAND PACKED ICE CREAM TO GO

TRANSPORTATION (9)
GIRL IN WHEELCHAIR needs ride to
San Jose City Col. summer school.
Mon.-Thurs., 8 a.m. class. Will share
au:senses. Frarcis Collins. 287-6051.
RIDE WANTED TO NEW York. Share
expense. Around June 13th. Call Jay
at 244.6138,

To Place
an ad:

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

HONDA 250 Scrambler. Good cond.
Call Jeff. 297-7759.
’53 CADILLAC HEARSE. 353 en.a. Automatic. Int. like new. Best offer so far,
$275. 357-7683. Bob.

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

’62 VALIANT SIGNET 200. Auto. trans.
Pow steer. New tires, bucket seats.
iirdtop. $275. 297-6504.

Send in handy order blank.

’62 BUICK SKYLARK, V8 4spd. win
dr,vs. air, stereo tape. $900/offer. 292.
5212.

Enclose cash or

’66 T54. Slack. Exc. cond. Special fires.
Leaving for Europe. Many estrat. VIPS.
Call 287-6852.

.69

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251.2598. Special summer rates.
GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
prompt. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from campus.
Mrs. Aslanian, 298.4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations. Marianne Tarnberg, 1924 Flores
Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose,
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581, Mrs.
Baxter.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Phone
Jim Koski, 968-0944 al, -/time.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.,
experienced & fast Phone 269-8674
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 2Ji.
6313.9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
FAST & ACCURATE typing. General
Secretarial. Reasonable rates. 266.1295.
EXPERIENCED typist: Thesis & ta.sa
Papers. East San Jose. 258.4335,
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
photographic need. Superior quality at
reasonable prices. Call Richard G
Kelso. 296-7992,
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE IS now buying
back used textbooks. 50% returned on
books used next semester, plus a 10%
honus during finals.
TYPING IN MY home. Neat, accurate.
Spelling & crammer corrected. Reason.
able. 292-4590 after 5 p.m.

Call at:

’60 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE. Auto.
trans. R/H. Good cond. Leaving coun
try. $475. 286-5822. (Neter)
.59

LOST AND FOUND 161

FOUND: STEREO headphones, Fri.,
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: $55/mo. 5/17/68 on 7th St. Identify to claim.
I-bdrrn. duplex. Walk to campus. 121 Ron, 286.4839. 466 S. 7th.
N. 10th. Chuck, 294-5835. 6-10 p.m.
HOUSE, LARGE, lovely, 4 bdrms. BeauPERSONALS in
tifully furnished. Accommodates 6. Close
to campus. Garage & other off street CUSTOMMADE contemporary wedding
parking. Avail. June 15th. 252-4247,
& engagement rings, diamonds, etc.
STUDIO APT. Well furnished. Cozy & George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN,
sunny, Garage. Avail. 6/15/68. Rent, Los Gatos. 354-8804.
$75/mo. Call 252-4247.
DEAR DAD: ’No need to send me monHOUSE, FULLY furnished. 4 bdrms. 12th ey. Sold my books at Spartan Bookstore
St. near William. Ample parking, plus and that 10% bonus balanced the bank
garage. Avail June 15th. $195/mo. account. Your son.
Phone 252-4247.
LET’S COMPARE Shell Americana game
PROFESSOR & WIFE desire furn. house - cards and split winnings. 287.2659
for 1968.69 including one or both summers. Prefer woodsy area. Write R
Coburn, Philosophy Dept., Univ. of Chi
SERVICES 011
cago, Chicago. 60637.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’59 VW. Light green. $525/Best offer.
Call Mike 293-1233 between 10.11:30
10.m
’66 HONDA 50 Sport. Good cond.
$125/ offer. Call 297-5691 after 7 p.m.

TWO MALE ROOMMATES
heated
RefrOdni0d, 3 bdrrn. apt,
pool. 470 S. I 1 th. No. 36. 287-0543. Jr.
or Sr.
FEMALE ROOMMATE v.arired for Stial
bdrms.
friar. $39/mo. SWrnming pod,
Close to campus. Call 287 1614 after
5:30 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Juniors
& Seniors pref. Arv,I. June 15th. Newly
decorated hour,. 293 7h36.
2 BEDROOM APT. NEEDED. Will do
r.,,i or pet of
managerial work
rent. Call 297-2938 t, 0, or write tsa
490 Spring St, #3.

HOUSiNG 151

’65 YAMAHA 250cc. Recent overhaul,
helmet, extras. Gd. cond. Must sell by
June 5th. $350/offer. 732-1604 eves.

of ICE CREAM or SHERBET
Large .
Single .19

STRAWBERRY SUNDAE

NEW TIRES. 45-55% off on Nat’lly
known brand. Offer until June 9. Call
Eb, 292-8544/297-2843.

’58 VAUXHALL New battery, tires, radio, 3 -speed. moving, most sell. $100.
Call after 6 p.m. 245-0194.

FREEZES

for several months. The PWD
wanted a high priority assurance
from the State College Board of
Trustees that the costly library
would actually. be built.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

NEED

ICE CREAM
PA LOUR

The $10.8 million high-rise structure, planned fur the space now occupied by the Home Economics
Building, Corporation Yard and
Buildings and Grounds, hit a snag

check out to

Spartan Daily

Classifieds.

’60 MGA 1600. Black. Good int. New
lop. $650. Going to Europe. 225-3943
or 287.6852 eves.
ORIG. OWNER SELLING ’59 V Chev.
Conv. New top. Stick. OD. Participant
Auto Show. $400. Call 266.5835.

check. Make

Phone

294-6414. Ext. 2465

’I I’VE A NOTION WE’RE A TERRIBLE 915APFDIP1T7AENT TO COACH.’

QUARTS 1.10 - PINTS .60 - Cones .15 one scoop, .25 two iscoops

CLASSIFIED RATES

With this coupon you’ll have TWO items
of equal value for the price of one

Minimum
Three [Ines
One day
3 linos

Good through June 7th

5 linos

2.50

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each ad&
holt& line

One coupon

per person only

1310 AZERAlS AVENUE, San Jose
Tel 286-3393

Ons day

Two days

Throe days

No refunds possible en canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
Four days

Five days

--3"-- -2765- 2.25
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2.50
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3.00

3.00

3.25

3.40
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3.00
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.50

.50

.50

.50

30

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
n Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
0 For Solo (A)

0 Help Wonted (4)
0 Housing (5)
CI Lod snd Found (5)

0 Personsb (7)
0 Services (11)

TrePortotee

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Days

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN 105E, CALIF.
95114
Pleas show 2 days after placing for ad ts soma.

